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text has been provided by his daughter 
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of Miniature Paintings in the Gujarat 
Museum Society at Ahmedabad. 

These are, perhaps, the only known 
illustrations of the Chaurapanchasika. 
These early 16th century miniatures are 
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of Indian paintings. 
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II FOREWORD II 

The Chaurapanchasika has an important place 
among poems in Sanskrit portraying the 
reminiscences of a lover. Its lyricalcharm makes 
it appropriate for delineating the ideas with colour 
and brush. It is indeed a great service to Sanskrit 
literature that patrons of painters, fascinated by 
the poems, have encouraged them to illustrate 
texts, like the Amarusataka, the 
Chaurapanchasika,. the Meghaduta and the 
Gitagovinda. The usual representation of the 
Ramayana, the Bhagavata and other texts 
composing religious literature in miniatures, is 
more an expression of piety than appreciation of 
literary beauty. 

That one of the finest short lyrics in Sanskrit has 
excellent illustrations for many of its individual 
verses, which are by themselves examples for 
special study of the development of the style and 
technique of Indian miniature painting, is a great 
good fortune. This is the set of paintings known 
illustrating the Chaurapanchasika. 

Thatthis important group of paintings came into 
the collection of the late Mr Nanalal Chamanlal 
Mehta is a rare piece of good luckthat cannot be 
exaggerated. Mr Mehta belongs to that great 
class of scholars from the Indian Civil Service 
who have contributed vastly to the understanding 
of India's achievements in the field of art. His 
passion for enjoyment of aesthetic quality of 
Indian art is matched only by his clear exposition 
of it in his 'Studies in Indian Painting', 'Gujarati 
Painting in the Fifteenth Century' and other 
writings. He was a true rasika, and waspreparing 
to give an excellent exposition on the quality and 
importance of these miniatures when he was 
suddenly cut off prematurely, leaving a great 
void in the field of scholarship in Indian art. 

To Know Mr Mehta personally meant knowing 
first hand, not only his great scholarship and 
taste, but also a more important aspect of him, 
his human qualities and his unbounded affection 
for younger scholars. 

It was given to Mr Mehta's art-minded daughter 
Mrs Leela Shiveshwarkar, to prepare this 
delightful monograph with the aid of her father's 
notes. The world of scholars is beholden to her 
for it. Herself an artist, with a fine aesthetic eye, 
and brought up from childhood in an atmosphere 
of connoisseurship under the tender care of an 
art-loving father, she is eminently suited for this 
task. 

The National Museum has already published 
four books on the Kangra School of painting by 
Dr M.S. Randhawa. This book on the 
Chaurapanchasika by Mrs Shiveshwarkar, 
illustrating a delightful Medieval Sanskrit lyric, 
throwsconsiderable light on an important school 
ofpainting. The National Museum is indeed very 
happy in presenting ittothe world in its series of 
publications. 

If with a full awareness of my limitations, I write 
these few introductory lines to this lovely book, 
it is because I consider it a divinely ordained 
mode of thanksgiving to one of the greatest 
scholars in Indian painting, who bestowed on 
me, as on Dr V. S. Agrawala and Dr Moti 
Chandra, affection and appreciation in abundance 
from our earliest days of literary activity. 

C. SIVARAMAMURTI 
February 1967 Director, National Museum, 

New Delhi 





II PREFACE || 

This monograph contains part of the unfinished 
notes made by my father, Nanalal Chamanlal 
Mehta, on the Chaurapahchasika paintings in his 
collection. He was working on them during a 
holiday in Kashmir, when he suddenly died of a 
heart attack, on 18 May 1958, at the age of 64. 
The text is based on the notes he left behind and 
also on new material that has subsequently 
come to light in the attemptto make a memorial 
worthy ofhim. Inthiseffortl amgreatly indebted 
to Shri Karl Khandalavala and Mr Basil Gray 
whose books and articles on this group of 
paintings I have closely followed. 

Nanalal Chamanlal Mehta took his Tripos at 
Cambridge and joined the Indian Civil Service in 
1915. The greater part of his service career was 
spent in the United Provinces, now known as 
Uttar Pradesh. He retired in 1950 as Lieutenant 
Governor of Himachal Pradesh. His interest in 
Indian art began with his first posting as a junior 
officer in Mathura, where he had the opportunity 
of seeing some of the best examples of Indian 
sculpture. It was, however, in 1917, when he met 
Shri Rai Krishnadasa—the present Honorary 
Director of the Bharat Kal Bhavan at Banaras 
Hindu University—that he was introduced to the 
worldof Indian miniaturepainting. Hisfriendship 
with Rai Krishnadasaji led him to the study and 
love of this branch of art. Sanskrit and Hindi 
literature, and miniature painting claimed his 
life long interest, and his unerring judgment of 
aesthetic values enabled him to collect, over a 
period of forty years, one of the most important 
private collectionsof Indian miniature paintings. 

In 1926 he published Studies in Indian Painting, 
which remainsa majorcontributiontothe subject. 
Apart from the sensitive analysis and keen 
critical acumen displayed in the text, the book 

was of special value on account of the lavish 
scale of illustration—61 largeplates, ofwhich 17 
are in colour—many ofwhich were publishedfor 
the firsttime and were a revelation ofthe variety 
and charm of Indian miniature painting. Studies 
in Indian Painting was followed by Gujarati 
Painting in the Fifteenth Century (India Society, 
1931) and by a paper entitled 'A New Document 
of Gujarati Paintings—A Gujarati version of the 
Gita Govinda'published in 1945 in the Journal of 
the Gujarat Research Society. He also wrote a 
book in Hindi, (Bharatiya Chitrakala, Hindustani 
Academy, Allahabad, 1933). But though he 
published so little, his writings awakened people 
to beauty which lay outside the scope of casual 
appreciation and enlarged the range of one's 
understanding. His independence and alertness 
of mind were beyond question and there can 
seldom have been a critic with a more universal 
aesthetic sensibility—a true rasika. No form of 
artistic expression was too remote or too humble 
for him to give it his enthusiastic attention. 
Throughout his life he was at pains to give an 
impetus to the younger generation in their 
understanding and love of the culture of their 
country. He was instrumental in founding the 
Government School of Arts and Crafts at 
Lucknow. It was his belief that art-criticism in 
India must be freed from too much theorizing 
and use of abstruse language and his constant 
appeal was to the actual experience of art. N. C. 
Mehta along with Rai Krishnadasa, 0. C. Ganguly 
and Ananda Coomaraswamy were among the 
pioneers in the study of Indian art and today the 
tremendous interest in the art of this country 
owes a debt to them. 

At a time when little was known of Indian mural 
painting beyond that of Ajanta and Bagh my 



father drew attention to the then newly 
discoveredpaintings from Sittannavasal in South 
India, an early Pallava phase of art with which 
the world was still almost unacquainted. He also 
contributed greatly to the understanding of 
medieval Western Indian art, particularly that of 
Gujarat, laying stress on the broad vision and 
knowledge of Painters and sculptors who were 
at home with Brahmanical, Buddhist and Jain 
religious lore and iconography and managed 
with equal skill to present every variety and 
theme, proving that there was no special class of 
artisans for any particular sect or religious creed. 

Radiant enthusiasm and a sonorous voice 
combined to make my father a most persuasive 
lecturer and most of his later work was in lecture 
form. It has been my great privilege to have 
looked at many works of art with him. His 
wonderful skill in pointing out the greatness of 
conception, its symbolism or some tiny detail 
has again and again revealed beauties that I 
should never have noticed myself. These were 
the moments when I seemed to have gained a 
new insight and learnt a new language—these 
moments remain in my mind like glimpses into 
a room full of beautiful pictures, which I shall not 
see again. 

My mother, Shrimati Shanta Mehta, thoughtthat 
there could be no better memorial to the memory 

of my father than to give his priceless collection 
to the nation. The N. C. Mehta gallery of Miniature 
Paintings, Ahmedabad, was opened by the late 
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru on the 9th of May, 
1963. 

I am indebted to the National Museum, New 
Delhi and to Dr Grace Morley for making this 
memorial volume possible; to Shri C. 
Sivaramamurti, a very dear friend of my father, 
for his help with the Sanskrittext (in the paintings); 
to my husband, Shri Sadanand Shiveshwarkar, 
who helped me in collecting different recensions 
of the Chaurapanchasika; to Shri Karl J. 
Khandalavalafor supervising colour reproduction 
ofthe paintings; andto Dr P. Banerjee, Dr Anand 
Krishna, Mr R. E. Hawkins and Mr Joseph 
Campbell for their help in reading the proofs. 

For any inadequacies that remain, I am alone 
responsible. 

The Sanskrit text of the Chaurapahchasika, 
printed in Appendix A here and also the English 
translation of the verses occurring on the 
paintings are based on S. N.Tadpatrikar's edition, 
Poona Oriental Series, No. 86. 

New Delhi 
December 1966. LEELA SHIVESHWARKAR 
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II THE PAINTINGS OF THE CHAURAPANCHASIKA- A STUDY II 

The Chaurapanchasika is a short but beautiful 
Sanskrit lyric written in the eleventh century 

A. D. by a poet named Bilhana. It was translated 
into English in 1896 by Sir Edwin Arnold, along 
with some sketches by himself, unconnected 
with the text. The translation is free and in 
verse, but conveys the spirit and movement of 
the original Sanskrit. It should be mentioned at 
once that the translation, though it reads well 
and is full of the pathos that the original has, is 
yet far remote from the text. 

This is how Sir Edwin Arnold himself 
introduces his translation: 

‘In 1798, the very learned LASSEN, rum¬ 
maging in the Library of the Hon’ble East India 
Company at White-hall, found a Ms. in Sanskrit 
of this old poem—the Chaurapanchasika, or 
“Fifty Distichs of Chauras”. He gave his copy 
and comments to the scarcely less erudite 
Peter of Bohlen of Berlin, who published in that 
city the text (and the commentaries of one 
Ganapasupon it) in very excellent and perspic¬ 
uous Devanagari type, affixing a preface and 
appending a Latin translation. Going lately for a 
month’s holiday to the Canary Islands, I took a 
transcription ofthe two hundred Sanskrit shlokes 
with me, and made this English version of 
them, sitting before breakfast, at each lovely 
day break, in the garden at Orotava. 

‘India still greatly admires the poem; which, 
if it be, as has been thought, contemporary with 
Bhartrihari, would date from the commence¬ 
ment ofthe Christian era. Its legend runs that a 
young and accomplished Brahman, Chauras, at 
the court of King Sundava of Kanchinpur, fell in 
love with the beautiful daughter of the Mahara¬ 

jah, named Vidya. The flame was mutual; and 
when the secret of the pair became revealed, 
the incensed Monarch pronounced sentence of 
death upon Chauras, who passed his last hours 
in prison, composing these verses, in praise 
and recollection of his lost mistress. 

‘Each quatrain ofthe half-hundred constitut¬ 
ing the poem begins with the same Sanskrit 
word of reminiscence, adyapi, andtheir charac¬ 
teristic is a melodious and ingenious monotony 
of fanciful passion. The story lives that the Ma¬ 
harajah forgave the offence of the lover on 
account of the skill of the poet. But Peter of 
Bohlen very justly observes: “nu//a facile lingua 
talia exprimere potest verba Sanscrita" and, if 
I reproduce my little book just as I wrote (and 
grotesquely illuminated) it in that Hesperidean 
palm-grove, this shall only be to amuse schol¬ 
ars, lovers and ladies, not from any notion of its 
literary merit.’1 

In volume 13 of the Kavyamala we find the 
text of a work named Bilhana-Pahchasika, and 
it may be observed that the fifty verses of 
Arnold’s text come after the first seventy-four of 
that given in the Kavyamala. His text of the fifty 
is fairly complete. They render the love-lament 
ofthe poet, whereas the preceding seventy-four 
supply the purvapithika or background story of 
the poet. As Arnold relates, the poet was 
engaged by the king to teach his daughter, and 
the discovery by the king of their secret love led 
to the poet being sentenced to death. His Love- 
Lament, however, ultimately earned him his 
reprieve. 

The term pahchasika means a set of fifty 
verses. In the purvapithika of the Kavyamala, 
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the poet of the story is the author Bilhana 
himself, who was engaged at the court of king 
Virasirhha as preceptor to the young and 
beautiful princess ChampavatT, also named 
Sasikala or Vidya. In Arnold’s version, howev¬ 
er, the protagonist is Chaura, not Bilhana him¬ 
self, which inconsistency may be explained by 
the fact that there are many texts and recen¬ 
sions of the composition. 

According to Tadpatrikar, Aufrecht has the 
following entry in his Catalogus Catalogorum: 

Chaurisuratapahchasika, usually called 
Chaurapanchasika, also Bilhana-Pahchasika and 
Sasikalapahchasika, Kavya by Bilhana; and un¬ 
der Bilhana we have: son of Jyeshthakalasa, 
son of Rajakalasa, son of Muktikalasa, brother of 
Ishtarama and Ananda, lived inthe middle ofthe 
eleventh century. He is mentioned in 
Rajatarahgini, VII.938. He is stated to be the 
author of Karnasundari Nataka, Chaurlsurata¬ 
panchasika, Bilhanacharita, Vikramahkachar- 
ita, and Bilhaniya Kavya, this last being men¬ 
tioned by Oppert. Some of his verses are quoted 
in Sarhgadharapaddhati. 

‘Of these works of Bilhana, the drama 
Karnasundari was published in Kavyamala, 
while the poem Vikramahkacharita was edited 
by Dr Buhler and published in the Bombay 
Sanskrit Series... Bilhanacharita and Bilhaniya- 
Kavya seem to be identical and appear...under 
the title Purvapithika which gives the northern 
version and Bilhanacharitapurvapahchasat 
which gives the Southern version of the life of 
the poet.’2 This poem is found in three recen¬ 
sions. But it is strange thatthe poem of Bilhana, 
who was a favourite all over and whose 
physical presence was in the South for a long 
time, could not secure more than five verses in 
common to all the recensions. 

Manuscript No. 436/1884-87 ofthe Govern¬ 
ment Library at the Bhandarkar Oriental Re¬ 
search Institute has a curious mixture of the 
three recensions. 

Chaurapanchasika is certainly in part the 
work of Bilhana, the author of the pretentious 

Mahakavya Vikramahkadevacharitam. The sto¬ 
ry, perhaps a legend, was that the talented 
Kashmiri Pandit Bilhana himself was appointed 
a tutor to instruct the princess. But, according 
to the southern recension, the father, in order to 
safeguard against the possible developments of 
the young persons of a poetic and romantic bent 
of mind, resorted to a naive subterfuge. He told 
the princess that her tutor was but a terrible 
leper, and the Pandit was told that his talented 
disciple was blind and could not see. But the 
ruse was soon discovered by the Pandit and the 
princess, and the inevitable happened. Their 
illicit love was discovered and the Pandit was 
sentenced to death. When the latter was taken 
to the gallows amidst thronging crowds of 
popular sympathizers, and when he was asked 
to repent of his misdeeds,Bilhana had nothing 
but the fifty verses to recite, detailing his 
amours with his beloved, each verse beginning 
with the refrain, 1 still remember her’. 

It is said that this poetic outburst had a 
happy result. The Pandit was reprieved, and he 
and the princess were united in happy wedlock. 

Sanskrit literature is full of love poems, but 
what is remarkable aboutthis particular lyric is 
that only five verses are found to be common to 
the three recensions. The northern and the 
southern recensions, however, give basically 
the same story. The collective evidence of all 
manuscripts appears to indicate that there 
existed an original theme by the author which 
gave rise to a substantial literature with three 
distinct recensions. The theme of the poem 
isperhaps more remarkable than the treatment 
thereof; for its music and felicity of composition 
are but the usual characteristics of Sanskrit 
poetry even at a pedestrian level. The 
romantic theme as well as the erotic treatment 
appear to have made the poem popular, for it 
was translated into Gujarati under the title 
'Sasikaia-Virahapratapa' towards the end ofthe 
16th century, and a rendering in Marathi was 
composedin 1671 inthe timeofthegreatShivaji. 
Dr Buhler says in his criticism ofthe poet, chis 
composition deserves to be rescued from 
oblivion... he possesses a spark of poetical fire. 
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Really beautiful passages occur in every canto. 
Bilhana’s verse is flowing and musical, and his 
language, simple.’3 

Eighteen illustrated folios of the 
Chaurapanchasika came into Shri N.C. Mehta's 
collection through Padmshri Muni Jinavijayaji. 
The pictures reproduced here are perhaps the 
only illustrations of Bilhana-Parichasika hitherto 
known. There is a numbered verse written atthe 
top of each picture, and it is interesting to 
remarkthatthenumberingof agod many of the 
verses in the pictures is identical with the 
numbering in Arnold's text, e.g. verses Nos. 18, 
19, 27, 32, 33, 36, 38, 40, 42 and 43 follow the 
same numerical order, although the text is not 
always identical. The paintings, which on the 
wholearewell preserved,are here reproduced 
in actual colour. They are painted on thin yellow 
paper. The writing isnothighlyprofessional and 
also, not by the same hand throughout. 

The Sanskrit is often inaccurate and though it 
is difficult to establish whether it was always 
contemporary with the picture itself, there is 
nothing which can be said against its 
contemporaneity with the picture, and it is very 
likely, as in the case of so many pictures of its 
kind, that the text usually accompanied the 
picture. It was almost a habit with painters of 
miniatures and of later day murals to give ex¬ 
planatory notes and legends, often verses, 
pertaining to the picture. Explanatory labels 
appear in sculptures at Bharhut in the second 
century B.C. and the tradition of painting the 
names of panels or individual figures can be 
seen even at Ajanta where the name of Sibi is 
painted in BrahmT letters of the Vakataka type 
against the picture of the generous king offering 
his eyes to a beggar — Indra himself in 
disguise. This tradition gained greater popu¬ 
larity as paintings became book illustrations, or 
miniatures became almost collectivelythe book 
itself with the verses and the pictures compos¬ 
ing the text and illustrations. The verses are in 
black ink against a yellow background, while the 
pictures are in a lateral format and appear to 
have been separate and loose, not bound in the 

form of a book or portfolio. The two principal 
characters, the princess and the poet, are la- 
belledinyellowinkas ChampavatT and Bilhana 
in pictures. From the general appearance of 
both the pictures and the mounting, it would 
seem that they were executed for the private 
library of some rich client. These eighteen 
illustrations of the Chaurapanchasika are of 
exceptional importance for the history of 
Indian painting. Many believe them to be the 
best of the sixteenth century-lndian miniatures 
of the Gujarat School. 

Some of these pictures were first exhibited 
at the Royal Academy Exhibition of the Art of 
India and Pakistan in Burlington House, London, 
in 1947-48 and noticed atthattime in an article 
by Mr Basil Gray in the Burlington Magazine, 
February, 1948, as well as in his volume on 
Rajput Painting. Mr Basil Gray published in these 
notices a remarkable Ragini picture from the 
collection of J. C. French, which appears to be 
stylistically related to our Chaurapanchasika 
illustrations. The details of architecture, 
costume and furniture are the same. Though the 
Ragini is of upright formatthe Chaurapanchasika 
illustrations are horizontal. Both the Ragini and 
the present illustrations carry Sanskrit inscrip¬ 
tions, and the writing is similar, though not 
identical. The Ragini picture identifies its 
feminine figure as Nada-BhairavT. 

Besides this Ragini picture, Mr Basil Gray 
reproduces in his Rajput Paintinga Laur-Chanda 
painting from the Lahore Museum which un¬ 
doubtedly belongstothe same school as French’s 
Ragini and our illustrations. The poet’s dress in 
this painting is similar to that of Bilhana in the 
Chaurapanchasika illustrations. These were the 
only miniatures of this style then known and Mr 
Basil Gray felt that these paintings were pre- 
Mughal and, therefore, datedthem around 1570 
or a little earlier.4 

However, since then, a few more sets of the 
same school have come to light, and these have 
given rise to the theory that the whole constel¬ 
lation may be post-Mughal — in which case any 
real innovations in the Gujarati or Western India 
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painting of the sixteenth century would have 
been due to the advent of theMughals in 1526 
and the founding of the Mughal School of 
miniature painting by Akbar. 

The paintings of this rare group, now 
known, are the following: 

1. The eighteen Chaurapahchasika illustrations 
of our text; Ashton, Art of India & Pakistan, 
pi. 81; Basil Gray, 'Western Indian Paint¬ 
ings’, Burlington Magazine, Vol. XC, No. 539 
(1948), fig. 18. 

2. The single Ragamala miniature of the Nada- 
Bhairavi Ragini in the collection of J.C. 
French and now in the Victoria & Albert 
Museum, London. 

3. A Ragamala series belonging to Muni 
Vijayaendra Suri, reproduced in the Journal 
of the Indian Society of Oriental Art, Vol. 16, 
Plates 1-3, p.10. 

4. The Laur-Chanda series, which is divided 
between the Lahore Museum and the 
Punjab Government Museum, Ashton, Art of 
India & Pakistan, p. 109, pi.82 and Gray, loc. 
cit, p.42, figs. 19-20. 

5. A long series of miniatures, illustrating the 
Bhagavatapurana, now dispersed in several 
collections. 

6. A single miniature inthe National Museum, 
depicting an assembly of writers, including 
Jayadeva, author of the Gita Govinda; and 
Kalhana, author of the Rajatarahgini. 

7. The Gita Govinda series in the Prince of 
Wales Museum of Western India, Bombay. 

8. Two miniatures (unpublished) in the posses¬ 
sion of Mr Haridas of Bombay. 

9. One miniature illustrating the Krishna 
legend, in the possession of Shrimati 
Madhuri Desai of Bombay (Barrett and Gray, 
Painting of India, p. 67). 

A review of the whole range of these 
paintings leads inevitably to the conclusion that 
they are all, indeed, either of, or related to the 
Gujarati or the Western India style, andthat this 
style evolved during the latter part of the six¬ 
teenth century. With slight local peculiarities, it 
may have flourished simultaneously in several 
centres of North, Central, and Western India as 
a national and popular style of Northern India; 
hence, in the present state of our knowledge, 
both the provenance and the exact dates of the 
paintings are matters of conjecture. It would be 
imprudent to draw hard and fast conclusions. 

Before describing the general characteris¬ 
tics of the style, it will be helpful to give a 
definition of the Gujarati or Western India 
School of Painting, as well as some account of 
its historical setting in North India, down to the 
beginning of the seventeenth century. 

Pictures of this type have been usually clas¬ 
sified as Jaina paintings, principally because 
most of the known specimens have appeared in 
illustrated manuscripts of Jain theology and 
legend, as for instance, the Kalpasutra and 
Kalakacharya-katha, both of which are very 
popular texts. It now appears, however, that this 
peculiar style of illustration had nothing to do 
with Jainism as a creed, but was indigenous to 
and characteristic of Gujarat as a whole, having 
persisted, albeit with some variations, from the 
commencement of the palm-leaf period, circa 
A.D. 1060, right down to the beginning of the 
seventeenth century, when the provincial courts 
came to be greatly influenced by the current 
idiom of the Mughal ateliers. The geographical 
limits of medieval Gujarat were much wider 
than those of Gujarat today, and included much 
of what is now known as Rajasthan and Central 
India. Moreover, the themes of Gujarati paint¬ 
ings,thoughprimarily religious, were not only of 
the Jain religion. Many, no doubt, deal with the 
life-stories of the Jaina Tirthankaras, but there 
are also a Saiva-Sakta series, the Devi- 
Mahatmya, and various Vaishnava subjects (such 
as the Gita Govinda, and the Balagopalastuti), as 
well as secular works of love, history and ro¬ 
mance. 
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Also to be noted is the fact that there is 
still a considerable amount of material, both 
religious and secular, resting in the possession 
ofthe Jaina Bhandara or libraries. This material 
consistsprimarily of illustrated manuscripts on 
palm-leaf, paper and cloth, and painted wood- 
covers for such manuscripts, besides a few 
examples of portraiture and letters of apology 
(wynapf/pafras),preparedwith much care by the 
Jaina laity and clergy, to be sent on the 
Samvatsarika, the last and holiest day of their 
eight-day festival of fasts, to their ecclesiasti¬ 
cal head. A systematic search of these old 
Jaina Bhandars, scattered over Western India, 
will, no doubt, throw additional light on the 
pictorial art of India in the pre-Mughal period. 
The most important of them are in Patan, the old 
capital of Gujarat, Cambay, the desert town of 
Jaisalmer in Rajasthan, AhmedabadandSonagir 
in Datia (Madhya Pradesh). 

The last ruler of Gujarat Karnadeva Vaghela 
(1295-1304) lost his kingdom to Ala-ud-dln 
Khilji (1295-1315). In 1404, the province was 
made into a separate principality by Muzaffar 
Khan, and though it remained under Muslim 
domination for several centuries thereafter, its 
arts and crafts did not lose their individuality. 
The illustrations ofthe Vasantavilasa, which are 
among the earliest of the secular paintings, 
though executed A.D. 1451, after a century and 
a half of Muslim rule in Gujarat, are absolutely 
unaffected by foreign influence.5The manuscript 
is of cloth, in the shape of a long roll, 436 inches 
long and 9.2 inches wide, such as is still used for 
horoscopes in the orthodox style. 

The introduction of paper for writing and 
painting allowed more room for painting and 
more elaborate composition than the palm-leaf. 
During the latter half of the fifteenth century, a 
number of Gujarati manuscripts were sumptu¬ 
ously illustrated, the text being written in gold 
and silver ink on a red or black background. 
Such works were ordered by wealthy bankers 
and merchants, and in some of the most gor¬ 
geous manuscripts of this opulent style a 
marked Persian influence is apparent. The most 
famous manuscript of its kind is the Kalpasutra 
in the Davasano Pada Bhandar at Ahmedabad, 

dated 1475. The text is written ingold inkand the 
borders are decorated with dancing figures. Four 
borders framing the panels have tiny copies 
of Persian miniatures, showing the richly-clad 
Persian warriors, fighting and hunting on 
horseback; in another panel are depicted five 
Iranians on horseback in a battle scene. The 
borders, floral decorations, arabesques and 
panels of birds and foliage of this manuscript 
are influenced by Persian miniatures. So also is 
the lavish use of gold and ultramarine, colours 
unknown in the palm-leaf period. A foreign type 
of king often appears in the manuscripts ofthe 
Kalakacharyakatha in three-quarter profile, 
with the farther eye projecting beyond the 
cheek. Clearly, therefore, we have to recognize 
that the artists working in Gujarat in the fifteenth 
century were acquainted with Persian tradi¬ 
tions in painting, possibly through the Sultanate 
Court painting in India. The recent discoveries 
leave no room for doubt that the Sultanate 
painting was popularly used in the Indian 
Muslim courts in the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries. The important point to be noted, on 
the other hand, is that though the painter of 
these manuscripts was influenced by Persian 
miniatures in his borders' panels and decora¬ 
tions, in his central painting he held strictly to 
the conventions of the Gujarati style. And for 
another century and a half this Gujarati style was 
to dominate the Jaina, Vaishnava and secular 
manuscripts painted in Gujarat and Rajasthan. 

Gujarat has always been prosperous. Her 
sea coast provides excellent ports for trade 
with the West, and in the fifteenth century these 
ports of Gujarat and Cambay were centres for 
trade emporia with Persia. The natural wealth of 
the area as well as the ports have through the 
ages been favourable tothe existence of a well- 
to-do class, which even under Muslim domi¬ 
nance continued to control trade and banking. 
Its wealth remained undiminished, and this 
enabled the native artistic tradition to develop 
underthe patronage of Indian merchantprinces 
and mahajanas. 

Following the advent of the Muslims, and 
with the overthrow ofthe Hindu Kingdoms, the 
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resurgence of Hindu art on the grand scale of the 
classical periods was seldom possible. The long- 
existing differences between the court and folk 
manners came to an end. It is the middle class 
which chiefly patronized the art traditions that 
became more and more popular. The days of the 
Mahakavyas were over, and in the eleventh 
and twelfth centuries new literatures emerged 
in popular languages—such modern Indo- 
Aryan tongues as Old Hindi, Rajasthani, Bengali, 
etc. A country-wide popular movement in 
poetry, art, music and dance came into being as 
a force in the life of the masses and this pro¬ 
duced a rich literature charged with religious 
feelings. And, if Gujarati miniatures illustrating 
secular and religious texts then increased in 
number during this period, it was but the result 
of this movement. 

The change was caused by the rising cult 
of Radha and Krishna. The Gita Govinda of 
Jayadeva, written about 1170, is one of the 
great poetical expressions of that devotional 
wave of Vaishnavism, which swept through 
India and revolutionized the religious life of the 
people in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. 
It was a time of great religious, social and 
literary upheaval. It witnessed the careers of 
Chaitanya (1485-1534), of Chandidasa, of 
Vallabha—the founder of the popular cult of 
Vaishnavism, the Pushtimarga,andofTukarama, 
the spiritual guru of the great Shivaji, and also of 
Nanak, the first of the Sikh gurus. 

These movements were almost a revolt 
against the cold intellectualism of Brahmanic 
philosophy and rituals. The cult of loving devo¬ 
tion, with Radha and Krishna as the central 
figures, touched the innermost depths of the 
popular imagination and an age of beautiful 
lyrical poetry dawned with the songs of Surdas, 
Vidyapati and Mira Bai, and the Ramayana of 
Tulsidas. Sanskrit treatises on religion and 
lovelore were made available in simplified 
recensions. The love of Radha and Krishna 
threw a mystic sanction over the love of human 
beings — from which Hindi poetry derives its 
peculiar flavour. The verses were composed in 
various apabhramsa languages of everyday use. 

Descended from old prakrit folk dialects, the 
language has a simplicity and sprightliness of 
form which lends itself to rhythmic verses. The 
verse narratives were composed usually in 
dohas and chaupais-couplets and quatrains. It 
is in this form of verse that the genius of Hindi 
lyrical poetry reached its full perfection, each 
couplet or quatrain a complete little picture. It 
was a way of salvation open to all, irrespective 
of birth, rank or sex, in contrast to the way of 
knowledge which had been accessible only to 
the elite.6 

In the early Gujarati School, the paintings 
in the KalpasOtras and the Kalakacharya-katha, 
as well as those in the Sakta manuscripts of the 
Durgapatha and the Devi-Mahatamya, the 
Vaishnava texts of the Balagopalastuti and the 
secular love poem of the Vasantavilasa, all 
share certain characteristics of stylization. 
This school handed down certain archaic 
peculiarities in its treatment of the human 
figure, the most conspicuous being those of the 
three-quarter profile, where the farther eye 
protrudes and the long pointed nose is seen 
beyondthe outline of the cheek. Also character¬ 
istic is the stylized treatment of natural ele¬ 
ments, clouds, water, trees and animals. The 
line is strong, the angular. Energy and move¬ 
ment are conveyed by the stance of the figures 
and the arrangement of the draperies. 

This rejection of such classical naturalism 
as that ofAjanta and Bagh is evident as early 
as the eighth century in Western Indian 
sculptures with its tight modelling and angular 
outlines. Nothing has survived in the form of 
manuscripts from this period, but in a painted 
wooden cover of a palm-leaf manuscript of the 
SangrahaniSutra (in the collection ofPadmashri 
Muni Jinavijayaji) the original vigour is apparent 
in the dancing scene.7 

By the end of the thirteenth century the 
general mannerism and stylistic conventions 
that were to last for the next two hundred and 
fifty years were firmly established in the Gujarati 
School. All attempts at shading had disap¬ 
peared. The drawing takes a pure linear form 
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and is carefully executed. The human figure in 
this style, in spite of distortion and angularities, 
preserves the ideal of Indian classical beauty. 
The man is idealized, with a large chest and 
narrow waist like those of a lion, andthe women 
have well rounded breasts, small waists and 
well curved hips. The figures are seen either in 
full face or profile, the farther eye projecting 
beyond the cheek, with pointed noses and 
small chins. Architecture is very much 
simplified and landscape finds little place. 
These miniatures show an accomplished and 
assured art. Within the formula which was 
accepted the artists are able to express the 
sacred legends with astonishing ease and con¬ 
fidence.8 

The art reveals no interest in anatomy but 
a deep understanding of emotion, and especial¬ 
ly the language of gesture—movements of the 
hand, the fingers, and stances of the body. 
There is an extensive use of foliage decoration. 
Plants are generally treated in a conventional 
manner, especially the mango and the palm. 
Also, a great number of animals and birds are 
represented. The men wear a waist cloth or 
dhoti reaching down to the ankles, with a short 
scarf thrown across the shoulders, leaving the 
upper half of the body uncovered; and their 
headgear is either a kind of a topee or mukuta. 
The women wear long gaily coloured printed 
scarfs over skirts consisting of a wrapped piece 
of cloth of a different colour. Full bosomed and 
narrow waisted, they wear closely fitting cholis, 
reaching to just above the navel, and their 
sleeves cover the arms to the elbow. They are 
profusely bejewelled, with earrings, necklaces, 
and bangles, and their long hair is braided, and 
tied with black tassels adorned with jewellery 
and flowers. Water is indicated in this art by 
wavy lines, bluish in tinge, with or without fish. 
Clouds are represented by bold curves, rocks as 
jagged peaks. The medieval gentry of Gujarat 
appear to have been fond of richly coloured 
textiles. Furniture consists of swings, stools 
and bedsteads with ornate lathe-turned legs. 
Other accessories are musical instruments, fly- 
whisks, mirrors, fans, water jugs, and vessels of 
different kinds; The colouring of these mini¬ 

atures is very simple;brick-red backgrounds, 
with yellow, blue, green and black. 

The outstanding feature of the art is not its 
spirituality and lyricism, but its adherence to 
the facts and pleasures of this world, empha¬ 
sizing the ordinary joys of life. Sometimes 
there is lavish use of gold illumination, and the 
dazzling pages then testify to the patronage of 
a business community of considerable wealth. 
Characterized by vigour of movement and 
sincerity of expression, these paintings of the 
fourteenth to sixteenth centuries were inspired 
by a clientele desirous not only of religious 
merit, but also of earthly prestige, as patrons of 
art and learning. These miniatures represent 
the Gujarati school before its revival during the 
Mughal period. 

As an aid to the dating of the 
Chaurapahchasika paintings, it will be helpful to 
concentrate on two most important details of 
dress, characteristic of the style. The first is the 
transparent ahgarkha or the Jama with four 
sharply cut ends (chakdar) that is worn by Bilhana 
in our illustrations. Fastened in front or at the 
sides with tightly fitting sleeves, it is reminis¬ 
cent of some of the portraits of the time of 
Akbar. Moreover, the same type of jama is seen 
in the Laur-Chanda andthe Gita Govinda (Prince 
of Wales Museum series), whereas in the 
Ragamala set, belonging to Vijayaendra Suri, 
only two points of the jama are seen.9 

The second notable detail is the small atpati 
turban, like that of the Akbar period, the differ¬ 
ence being that the turban in these paintings 
appears occasionally with a kulahor conical cap 
in the centre. The length of this kulah varies in 
the different sets: that in our present series is 
a tall type, while in the other sets the kulah is 
shorter. This is a very significant feature of the 
style and perhaps even its hallmark. In fact, it is 
with reference to this feature that the paintings 
we are here considering are often referred to as 
the Kulahdar Group. In some, and even in our 
illustrations, the turban without kulah also is 
found.10 
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Now the appearance in these miniatures of 
the chakdar jama along with the atpati turban 
has been regarded by some authorities as proof 
that the paintings are post-Mughal. This style of 
dress was popular at the court of Akbar, and it 
is not found in any dated example of paintings 
earlier than the Hamza-Nama, 1567-1582. The 
chakdar jama is seen in the Bijapur Raginis of 
the Deccani School about A.D. 1590.” In the 
Bukhara miniatures of Sadi’s Gulistan in the 
British Museum, dated A.D. 1552, a chakdar 
jama with six and four points appear. Also inthe 
Hamza-Nama, dated 1567-1582 in Bharat Kala 
Bhavan, Banaras,the king seated on the throne 
wears the characteristic small turban and a 
chakdar jama with a narrow patka or sash—a 
fashion popular in Akbar’s reign. 

The chakdar jama is not found in Gujarati 
miniatures until the latter part of the sixteenth 
century.12 

Indeed, it is probable that Akbar introduced 
this style of jama in his court. It is certain that 
it was not a Mughal court dress before Akbar as 
it is conspicuous by its absence in the portraits 
of Babur and Humayun of the Akbar period. And 
it is during the time of Akbar that in some of the 
Mughal paintings we see for the first time the 
use of the chakdar jama. The question now is 
whether the pointed jama was taken by Akbar 
from the prevailing local fashion or copied from 
Persia. As Dr Moti Chandra has pointed out, in 
the early fourteenth century a Jyotisvara Thakkur 
of Mithila (North Bihar) refers to the jhagala 
kayiyadar—loose cornered jama in his 
Varnaratnakara as the costume of an archer. 
It may be that the fashion of the chakdar jama 
was prevalent in India before Akbar, though 
under the different name of takauchiya jama. 
The descriptions of the two jamas correspond 
to each other. Besides, Abu’l Fazl in his Ain-i 
Akbari reveals that the takauchiya jama was an 
Indian dress which the Emperor adopted in the 
same way as he adopted the flat Indian turban 
unknown to his ancestors. The kulahdaripeaked) 
turban seen in our illustrations may be of Indian 
origin too as it is rarely found in Akbari or later 
paintings of the Mughal School: there is not a 

single instance known in which Akbar or his 
successors appear in this style of turban. How¬ 
ever, it does appear in the Mahapurana illustra¬ 
tions of A.D. 1540 and inthe Mrigavati mini¬ 
atures. Fashions die hard in India and it is signif¬ 
icant that even at present the Pathans wear a 
turban with a kulah. At least it is still true in India 
that the headgear often proclaims the distinc¬ 
tive profession, caste and locale of the person 
wearing it. It was very marked in princely India 
where each state had its own distinctive style of 
headgear or turban. Bilhana in our illustrations 
is often seen wearing a kulahdarturban which 
may be indicative of his particular profession, 
caste and region. 

Until A.D. 1583 we find Gujarati art unaf¬ 
fected by the changes in taste stemming from 
Mughal art. However, inthe Jaina manuscript of 
the Uttaradhyayana Sutra dated A.D. 1591, first 
published by Dr Norman Brown, certain changes 
are evident. Here an occasional yama or coat is 
to be seen worn by an attendent, and the small 
flat atpati turban occurs throughout the 
manuscript. Thus in the last decade of the six¬ 
teenth century we have evidence of the initial 
impact of Mughal miniature painting on the 
traditional Gujarati style, which had persisted 
without change in its essential conventions from 
1060 to 1583. 

From this date onward a rapidly increasing 
change in style can be traced through three 
Jaina andVaishnava manuscripts, oneofwhich, 
fortunately, is dated. These carry us to A.D. 
1610, and are as follows: 

1. The Balagopalastuti of the Narayanbhai 
Pathasala, at Petlad, Gujarat. 

2. The Bhagavata Dasamaskandha of the 
Jodhpur library. 

3. A Gita Govinda, dated 1610, in the pos¬ 
session of the Gujarat Vernacular Soci¬ 
ety, Ahmedabad. 

The illustrations in these three manuscripts 
betray a greater loosening of style than the 
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Uttaradhyayana Sutra of 1591. The convention 
of the farther protruding eye never appears; the 
odhni, instead of being draped softly over the 
head and around the body, is painted to stand 
out stiffly behind the figure. In the Gita Govinda 
manuscript of 1610, one finds female dancers in 
tight pyjamas and wearing a coat with pointed 
endsshowing the Gujarati stylegradually break¬ 
ing away from its old conventions and absorb¬ 
ing new methods and ideas; and in the 
Balagopalastuti of the Petlad Pathasala, which 
must date from about the middle of the seven¬ 
teenth century, still further progress in this free¬ 
dom can be seen. 

The next stage of development appears in 
another Gita Govinda manuscript, in the N.C. 
Mehta Gallery of Miniature Paintings, 
Ahmedabad. This has traits of similarity with 
the Bhagavata Dasamaskandha, which is dated 
1610, but is stylistically more advanced. One 
notable feature of both is the manner in which 
the texts are written, not in a continuous straight 
line, but forming an angle with the illustration. 
This peculiarity is absent from Gujarati 
manuscripts of the sixteenth century; it appears 
only in the seventeenth century manuscripts 
showing Mughal influence.13 

Returning to the miniatures of our Chaura- 
pahchasika series, we find that, though funda¬ 
mentally related to the Gujarati School, they 
exhibit a loosening of style and greater freedom 
of expression. In this they depart from the older 
school. The most characteristic Gujarati motif, 
the three-quarter or farther eye, has been 
discarded; butthe large staring eyes, the jutting 
veils, and the gesture languages have been re¬ 
tained. Some of the outstanding characteristics 
of this style are the following: 

A transparent chakdar jama, four-pointed 
with tightly fitting sleeves, is worn by the men 
over pyjamas. Several distinct types of such 
coats appear, made of fine muslin. Also, the 
men wear the atpati turban with or without the 
kulah in the centre. 

The women have large oval eyes, sharp 
projecting noses, and pointed chins. They are 

narrow-waisted and wear a skirt, usually with a 
check or geometrical pattern. Tucked in front of 
the skirt is a long patka which stands out in a 
point. The transparent odhni, again of fine 
muslin, starched, stands out behind the head; 
its tasselled ends are stiff and form an angle to 
the body. The women wear necklaces and solid 
haslis, large round kundalas for earrings, and 
sometimes a horizontal piece of ivory in the 
ears. The long hair is braided, tied with tassels 
and pompons, and decorated with white 
flowers. Sometimes the hair is so braided as 
to leave a small tuft of hair undone. The choli or 
the bodice fits just below the breasts and is 
patterned. Black pompons adorn the wrists, the 
arms, and the neck. 

Trees are highly stylized. Spraylike plants 
with or without blossoms are to be seen. 

The architecture includes the semi-circular 
dome. The interiors of the rooms are draped 
with toranas (curtains), pompons, and tassels. 
The bedspreads are often of chequer-patterned 
cloth with bolsters of the same material. 

A strip of cloud cutting one corner is charac¬ 
teristic: also, a pool of water with fish and 
lotuses, surrounded by a brick wall. 

The background colours are rich red, yel¬ 
low, green, and black. Sometimes the floral 
designs framing the miniatures enhance their 
beauty. At the bottom of the pictures are signs 
like V, reversed or upright, with dots and dashes 
- a feature commonly found in this school of 
painting. 

As stated earlier, the style of this type of 
painting may have existed with slight modifica¬ 
tions simultaneously in various cultural centres 
of North, Central, and Western India. In our 
illustrations, the text is in Sanskrit, written in 
Devanagarl script, which may indicate Uttar 
Pradesh or Rajasthan, while the text of the 
Vijayaendra Suri Ragamala sets is in Braja 
Bhasha, which may denote Uttar Pradesh; and 
finally in the Laur-Chanda set of the Lahore 
Museum, the text is in Avadhi, in Persian script, 
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which indicates that its place of origin was 
either Punjab, Uttar Pradesh, or Mewar. On the 
basis of such evidence, all of the these regions 
have about equal claims.14 

Dr Moti Chandra is of the opinion that by this 
period the Gujarati style had penetrated to Uttar 
Pradesh and that, moreover, the Laur-Chanda 
must have come from some such northern area 
as that where the Avadhi language is spoken to 
this day. The Laur-Chanda is a love romance, 
composed in Avadhi by Mulla Daud, a Muslim 
poet of the fourteenth century. Dr Moti Chandra 
feels that not only the Laur-Chanda set, but also 
our present illustrations, may have been painted 
in Uttar Pradesh. 

With regard to the historical probabilities of 
such an origin, we note that the Sharqi Sultans 
of Jaunpur played an important role in the 
political history of North India in the fifteenth 
century. Under Ibrahim Shah, who ruled from 
1402 to 1440, Jaunpurgaineda reputation as the 
Shiraz of India for its remarkable buildings, and 
as a centre of learning as well. The famous 
Kalpasutra of Narasimha Pole Bhandar, Baroda, 
was painted in Jaunpur in 1465, during the reign 
of Husain Shah. And finally, the Hindu-Muslim 
architecture of Jaunpur shares with the 
monuments of Ahmedabad the unique distinc¬ 
tion of having arrived at a synthesis of the two 
cultures.15 

There is another manuscript illustrating the 
loosening of the Gujarati style which should 
perhaps be considered in this connection. That 
is the manuscript, acquired by the Bharat Kala 
Bhavan, Banaras, of the Mrigavatl, a romance 
composed in 1501 by Kutban in Avadhi. The 
illustrations of this manuscript have been dated 
circa 1540 by DrAnand Krishna. The Mrigavatl 
illustrations show no doubt the chakdarjama; in 
other respects there is little or no relation to the 
Chaurapahchasika style. However, there is a 
manuscript of the Mahapurana that was 
illuminated in 1540 in Palam, a suburb of Delhi, 
which resembles the Mrigavatl in style and yet 
shows certain characteristics of the 
Chaurapahchasika group as well.16 

Mr Archer holds the view that Malwa, in 
Central India, was the source of the group of 
paintings we are considering. He points to two 
manuscripts that were illustrated there in the 
fifteenth century: one at Mandu in Central India 
in 1439; the other, the famous Jaunpur manu¬ 
script, in 1465. Both were copies of the Jain 
Kalpasutras and departed from the traditional 
Gujarati style. However, in Gujarat itself, as we 
have seen, the study of Persian miniatures had 
already resulted in greatly enriched borders. 
Moreover, the contact with Persia was also 
affecting the Gujarati style. Mr Archerfeelsthat 
the Malwa Nimat-Nama, a book of recipes, was 
the immediate forerunner of the 
Chaurapahchasika group.17 The style there is 
basically Persian, yet certain very definite Indi¬ 
an elements also are present. Indian trees, like 
the mango, appear, and the women attendants 
in the illustrations are based on observation of 
the inhabitants of the place. The jutting veils, 
rounded contours, and large eyes, all spring, in 
fact, from the same idiom as the Jaunpur manu¬ 
script of 1465. Cross-fertilization was taking 
place; and Mr Archer finds in the figure of Baz 
Bahadur — a Pathanruler of Malwa, 1535-1561, 
the proper patron for just such a blending of 
Muslim and Hindu cultures. He feels that both 
the Bilhana of our illustrations and the Muslim 
love-poet of the Laur-Chanda are disguised 
representations of Baz Bahadur himself.18 
However, until more evidence is available, it 
seems hazardous to introduce a Mandu school 
on the basis of two manuscripts, though it is 
indeed possible that there was such a school 
and that, along with certain other centres, it 
fostered such a style. 

Although, as stated above, the prove¬ 
nance of the Chaurapahchasika group is not 
yet established, certain circumstantial evi¬ 
dence points to Mewar as the probable area 
from which it was derived. Our illustrations of 
the Chaurapahchasika were acquired in Prat- 
apgadh, a small town on the southern border of 
Mewar. (Strange, however, that a town named 
Pratapgadh should be in Uttar Pradesh as well, 
just 35 miles from Jaunpur). The Gita Govinda 
of the Prince of Wales Museum was also ac- 
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quired in Mewar. There is, furthermore, a set of 
Ragamala paintings dated 1605 which was 
painted at Chawand, which was the capital of 
Mewar until about 1615. (Most of this set, 
including the picture bearing the date, are in the 
Kanoria collection, Calcutta; one is in the 
Khazanchi collection of Bikaner, and one, a Ragini 
Todi, is in Shri Khandalavala’s collection). All of 
these paintings are closely related to our group. 
Where the Laur-Chanda of the Lahore Museum 
was acquired is, however, unknown.19 

In the portrayal of the female figure also, 
certain stylistic traits of our group are impor¬ 
tant. The facial type resembles that of the 
Mewar School towards the middle of the 
seventeenth century. The male figures, further¬ 
more, wear a small atpati turban with a kulah 
and the only other miniature with this feature is 
in the Bhagavata Purana painted in 1648 at 
Udaipur in Mewar. “Moreover, when one anal¬ 
yses the manner in which the Laur-Chanda 
paintings are usually composed, with the three 
sets of figures in three panels against 
contrasting monochrome backgrounds, one 
realises that there is a familiar resemblance 
between the Laur-Chanda set and a set like the 
Rasikapriya paintings of the Bikaner Durbar, 
which without question belongs to the Mewar 
School of the 17th century A.D”.20 

Although Mr Basil Gray would assign the 
present illustrations and the group belonging to 
them to the first thirty years of the sixteenth 
century and Shri Khandalavala sets them at 
1620 or a little later, both authorities seem to find 
that Mewar must have been the location of the 
Chaurapahchasika group. Mr Basil Gray ele¬ 
gantly brings out this point in the Painting of 
India. He rules out a Muslim court in a Muslim 
province for he feels that in location we must 
find a region where the Gujarati style was still 
alive, full of meaning and potential for its 
artists, in a society that was itself alive and 
developing. The Hindi poetsof Oudh and Mathura 
and other places found patronage also in the 
courts of the Hindu rulers of Rajasthan, 
Maharashtra and Gujarat. They settled in these 
regions and composed some popular books 

which provided themes for illustration. Only in 
such an atmosphere couldthe Chaurapahchasika 
set, the finest paintings of the sixteenth centu¬ 
ry, Northern India, have their origin. Moreover, 
the very texts chosen for illustration suggest a 
Hindu court: a Sanskrit love-lyric by Bilhana, the 
Gita Govinda by Jayadeva, the Bhagavata 
Purana, and the Laur-Chanda, or Chandayan, 
composed in Avadhi. Mr Gray feels that Mewar 
is the only possible source, and Mewar in the 
days of its greatness, before it was occupied 
by Akbar, in 1568.21 

It has rarely occurred in the history of India 
to have possessed successively so many ener¬ 
getic princes as ruled Mewar right up to the 
eighteenth century. They maintained their 
religion and culture and the customs of their 
forefathers against overwhelming odds. The 
Rajputs of Mewar had the stamina to fight the 
Muslims to the last and though they lost many a 
battle, they still held to their religion and 
customs. These Rajputs were great patrons of 
literature and music and above all, they showed 
their talents for building. This is best seen today 
in the wealth of monuments still standing in 
Rajasthan. In fact, it may be said that Rajasthan 
was the repository of the Hindu culture of 
Northern India during the onslaught of the 
invaders. In this, Mewar was the foremost, 
which earned her a unique place even in the 
glorious annals of Rajasthan. 

Though some details of border decoration, 
choice of colours, and fashions in clothes indi¬ 
cate Mughal influence, our miniatures and the 
other sets belonging to this school are totally 
Hindu in feeling and spirit. With limited resourc¬ 
es the artists achieved wonderful results, for 
they were working in a medium and a tradition 
which they fully understood. In the 
Chaurapahchasika pictures, the artist has caught 
the spirit of the little romance and has painted 
scene after scene in the form of a narrative with 
absolute confidence. He hastriedto present the 
pictures in an expressive way by introducing 
certain attitudes and figures and background 
immediately to convey the sense of the verse 
through something like a gesture, a symbol or a 

11 



mood. These miniatures are to be scanned and 
read as books. Each picture is as complete in 
itself as a verse or quatrain of Hindi poetry. 

But it is the quality of the line which is the 
most striking, and in ChampavatT the artist has 
created a woman of ineffable grace and charm. 
(In the turn of the face and in the gestures the 
pictures are almost audible. They seem to speak). 
The transparent odhni is handled in such a way 
as to emphasize the gestures. And in the figure 
of Bilhana, furthermore, we have a fine picture 
of a Hindu noble of the sixteenth century, wear¬ 
ing a tight-fitting coat of the finest muslin over 
pyjama which sometimes cover half the feet, 
with a long narrow, patka stylized turban and 

decorative shoes. He wears long whiskers and 
moustaches and on his forehead a perpendicular 
Vaishnava mark. 

Finally, it is in the total impression of these 
miniatures that their most startling aspect is 
found. The style is perfectly suited to express an 
elegant and sophisticated passion for its own 
culture and traditions more vital and effective 
than many of the more accomplished arts of the 
centuries that followed. In fact, such a moment, 
seized from life with a clear sense of its signif¬ 
icance, was not to appear again in Indian art 
until the eighteenth century—and then, for but a 
short time. 
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|| COLOUR PLATES AND NOTES || 



PLATE I : Painting No.15 

TOSracTCT m*n: i 

oTvnsn<rcrR^sj?T ^ cTcft ?tvic*n:* n 

I still remember that mark of deep nailprints on her thigh anointed with gold-dust 
and sandal paste; I saw the mark as she got up and I snatched her shining garment; 
she shyly covered the mark with her hand, as she walked away.** 

The turned face of Champavatt, as the 
nayaka pulls her garment, is very significant 
and recalls a situation described in the 
Kumarasambhavam of Kalidasa. Here she is 
bashful and not willing to reveal the nail marks 
on her thighs, however much the lover may 
wish, though her chinmudra (the thumb touch¬ 
ing the forefinger) is indicative of her consent. 
The bare portion of her jaghana (thigh) is sugges¬ 
tive of the idea that she was rendered bereft of 
her garment, though she is for all purposes well 
dressed. This is medieval prudery as com¬ 
pared with a more practical and natural 
presentation of vivritajaghana as Kalidasa would 
put it and as is shown in early sculpture in the 

beginning of the first century A.D. The makara 
(crocodile) and the ketana (flag) seen in the 
painting (these two words that make up the 
Makaraketana appellation of Manmatha or 
Cupid) suggests the intensity of love play. The 
flame of love is here suggested by the Chamara 
(fly-whisk) as in another picture where 
Madananala, the fire of love, is suggested by a 
similar mode (compare No. 25). The artist has 
not forgotten to show Bilhana’s jama hanging in 
the corner. Around his wrists are the sweet¬ 
smelling jasmine flowers and he wears thin 
anklets on his feet. Three distinct patches of 
cloud are painted atthe top of the picture against 
a black night, studded with stars. 

* On some of the paintings the verses are not correctly written, 
resulting in certain inaccuracies. But in the text supplied by us 
correct readings have been given. 

** The English translation of the verses occurring on the 
paintings is based mainly on the translation given by Shri 
Tadpatrikar in his book already mentioned. 
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PLATE II : Painting No.18 

3raTN ?ri v'rH<0WdlH^tsNdc^4felclWtmti I 

yikiitiA Tryg^rsrrRi 11 

And then I still think of her (sad plight), when, in the white house, the darkness was 
dispelled by a flood of light from rows of diamond lamps when I was eager to see her 

face to face, while she turned away her eyes in bashfulness and fear. 

The darkness of the night is removed by four 
bright lamps and Champavatl is shy, because 
her lover is so close to her. The attitude of 
Champavatl is similar to that of Parvatf who 
exhibited exactly the same kind of coy behaviour 
at the first approach of Siva (see 
Kumarasambhavam of Kalidasa). The turn of 
the face is very significant. Similar shyness of 
the beloved is presented also in painting no. 22. 

The hero and heroine are richly dressed. The 
dark background conveys the effect of night. 
Two lamps are burning on either side of the 
open pavilion. Champavatl wears a deep-red 
skirt with floral pattern in white. The skirt has a 

narrow white border. The starched transparent 
white odhm (scarf) covering her head is edged 
with red to match the colour of the skirt, and the 
end of the scarf sticks out at a sharp angle to 
herbody. Her hair isplaited and decorated with 
white flowers and it forms a sinuous curve in 
contrast to the sharp angle of the odhnJ. Bilhana 
is dressed like a Rajput noble. He wears the 
atpati turban with a long kulah. His starched 
muslin chakdar jama tied in front with tassels, 
is worn over a closefitting yellow pyjama; the 
long narrow patka is falling well below the 
knees. Note the elegant sandals with upturned 
toes ending in large pompons. 
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PLATE III : Painting No.19 

3mift cri cF^t ^fwrri i 
?TT Tfuf^FFRl T[^ft ^RTf^ll 

Even now I remember her, of a slender build, with her limbs afflicted by fire of 
separation (from me) and as one having eyes like those of a deer, and as the sole 
resort of love-sports, with her ornaments of many kinds, her beautiful face, and with 
the (graceful) movements of a swan. 

In this painting ChampavatT is portrayed 
aflame with love. The lotus pond to the right 
suggests what is required to extinguish the 
flame—a bath in its cool waters; her swan-like 
gait is suggested by her motion; that her face is 
as beautiful as a lotus is suggested by the bees 
attracted towards her as towards the lotuses in 
the pond. The fact that she is the one receptacle 
of love is indicated by the makara-ketana and 
the blaze of fire, i.e Madananala (fire caused 
by love). She is consumed by the fire of Cupid 

and this, as in another picture, is suggested by 
the chamara and makara and ketana. 

An open pavilion is on the left with two low 
cupolas. In this picture the artist has used all 
the motifs and symbols to illustrate and 
emphasize the beauty of the heroine; the dark 
sky studded with stars, the spraying tree loaded 
with blossoms, a full-blown lotus and a bud, and 
honey-beeshovering around her face. All these 
are painted to symbolize her beauty, youth and 
sweetness. 
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PLATE IV : Painting No.20 

arsrrfa ^tcptktot gw^iqyueflcbdchud^n i 

drcj^fcIH'-ci'iPl'fl zj>TcTT Wlft 11 

I still remember that my beloved, smiling, bowed with the weight of her breasts, her 

pearls making a white collar around her neck, she, the bright, shining flowery flag on 
Mandara, the sport-hill of the god of love. 

Champavatl is described as the most beau¬ 
tiful flag of love, made of flowers, blazing forth, 
as it were. The blaze is suggested by the 
chamara as usual; her unique beauty is con¬ 
veyed by the single pointed finger, while the 
ketana or the banner is a flowering plant that 
raises itself beyond the Kelimandapa or the 
play-house of Cupid. The play-house itself is 
marvellously suggested by the sportive pond full 
of lotuses, swans and leaping fish, as also by the 
garden of flowers and bananas and the gay 

building which is Kamadeva’s abode of sport. 
Champavatl and her maid Sash! are set 

against a red background. They stand by the 
side of a lotus pool with birds, flowers and 
fish. The maid is holding a chamara (fly-whisk) 
over the head of Champavatl and a bag dangles 
from her hand. She wears a horizontal piece of 
ivory in her ear. The doors of the cupola are of 
richly embroidered textiles, as seen even today 
in the brightly coloured textile or appliqued 
shamiyanas, used for ceremonial functions. 
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PLATE V : Painting No.22 

cri W^Trnilfej|f^di^cb4>!#|HRi I 

^^IKciiR^cMHH^M^ vir^TicRsft 

At this moment of my death, nay, even in my next birth, I shall ever remember that 

swan in the cluster of lotuses of iove, with her eyes closed in the ecstasy of love, all 
her limbs relaxed, while her garments and the tresses of her hair were strewn in 
disorder. 

A similar shy attitude of the beloved one, her 
face turned aside and covered by her scarf, is 
depicted in painting no. 18. 

The picture shows Bilhana, naked except for 

his loincloth and a turban, seated on a bed with 
Champavatf. Champavati symbolizes passion 
and desire, as she is with her head averted and 
eyes closed as Bilhana undresses her. 
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Plate VI : Painting No.24 

arenft m talari el cr^tMNt ^ifrrej^rtn Hatfcp^R i 

^W^TRTcH >! <flTlWH M I-ft cfTRTF TTflf*! 11 

I still remember her tormented by Cupid’s arrows, she, my beloved, supreme 

in the beauty of every limb; she, the source of the finest flavour of the drama of love. 

That Champavat! is the most beautiful of all 
women is indicated here again by the single 
finger held up by Biihana, while the gesture of 
her hand suggests that she is equally sure of her 

pre-eminence. The flame of love consuming 
her is symbolized by the Chamara hanging 
between curtains in the bedchamber. 
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Plate VII : Painting No.25 

y|U||(tJchi eTUFTf ^ f^RTf^ll 

Even now, I cannot, even for a moment, forget that girl dearer to me than life, her body 
burning with the fire of intense passion, pitiable on account of her separation from 
her lover in the evening and clinging to me like a wet garment. 

The flame of love, madananala, is here The painting is damaged in the left hand 
suggested by the chamara (fly-whisk) as in comer at the bottom, 
painting no. 15. 
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PLATE VIII: Painting No. 26 

cTT 5T2PTcfr cR^^rfNT I 

Fft v3RFTI *T*T f^lgdMHl*i #<§ H ^ VjftRid'-Ulft II 

Alas! Oh people, because I cannot bear this fire of separation, I still think of the 

princess, fashioned solely for love, the most beautiful of all famous beauties. 

That ChampavatT is unique among the 
beautiful women is indicated by her holding up 
a single finger. This symbolic gesture has been 
used by the painter in several other pictures as 
noted above. That both the lovers are like flow¬ 
ers is suggested by the lotus and the lily—Bilhana 
as the lotus and ChampavatT as the golden lily, 

both the flowers held by ChampavatT; that the 
fire of separation is unbearable is suggested by 
two delicate flowers. The fire itself is perhaps 
suggested by the bracket above the bed, in 
which five red spots suggest the five fires, cho¬ 
sen by sages for the highest penance. 
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PLATE IX: Painting No. 27 

srarft ^4di^df^ A cprrfti 

Mf^y^f^^idcblc^ <PT^ ciodHd^fa #?fll 

And even now, knowing that death is drawing nearer every moment, my steady 
thought leaves the gods, and with surprising force turns towards her, my beautiful 
and dearest beloved, what can I do? 

Champavati’s extraordinary beauty, turning 
Bilhana’s thought away from the celestials, 
draws him towards his beloved one. 
Champavati’s hand cupping her chin, and her 
looking straight at her lover, expresses her 
wonder as he affirms this thought. This affirma¬ 
tion is indicated by the chinmudra, a gesture 
occurring wherever a firm statement is expressed 

(see also painting no.33). 
Bilhana is seated with the yogapatta tied 

around his legs, indicating his undivided atten¬ 
tion. The bed, with a checked bedspread and 
bolster, is set against the flaming red back¬ 
ground which implies the ardours of passion. A 
floral canopy with tasselled ends hangs across 
the bedchamber. 
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PLATE X: Painting No. 29 

srenft <tt ■’gftjjui *m?n ^ ^rfn^Twt c^t 4>cjiRm i 
>(iic;4f^njid>i:f^ fef vrl>{IvjIcf> j 11 

Though I have sought diligently, I have never yet seen the like of her face, pure, 
lustrous and radiant, combining the grace and beauty of Rati and the splendour of the 
moon. 

Here is Bilhana affirming that he has never 
seen a face as charming as ChampavatT’s — a 
face indicated by the single raised finger. The 
lustre of her face, which is incomparable, is 
perhaps suggested by the single burning lamp. 

In this picture Bilhana is wearing the atpati 
turban without the kulah. The transparent 
muslin jama in this series of paintings is of two 
types — one tied in front with tassels, the other 
tied on either side near the armpits. Here he 
wears the'latter style, which is the more usual. 
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PLATE XI: Painting No. 32 

STUTft f^rf^T tor c|ccPII4l: | 

dNUil.sfqcgijcbjft* 1JH: ^T: uftdlcMcl ^RT11 

By night as by day, I suffer continually, knowing that I shall never again 
see my beloved’s face, charming as the full moon, that face which, by 

its iridescence has the glow of fresh jasmines. 

In the face of ChampavatT, which is turned, 
there is a pathetic suggestion that her face is 
away from him which he would fain love to see 
again and again, the sweet face of his beloved, 
lovely like the moon. 

Typical of this style of painting isthe patch of 
blue edged by a thick white line to indicate 
clouds. Bilhana and ChampavatT are seated on 
oval mats. A graceful bracket supports the dome 
of the bedchamber. 

* Some recensions read 
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PLATE XII: Painting No. 33 

?fFP#dT ^FRTTrT^I *F? 'oftfadmiH I 

HI^M^ckHd* ^^FPTRFRT vFFFrtfsft *Ff Wd 11 

Even in these last moments, I think, with a steady mind, of that young girl deeply 
attached to me, the sole hope of my life, she the essence of whose fresh youth was 
tasted by me alone. I think of her in order that even in the next birth she may be 
my beloved. 

Bilhana and Champavati are seated on the 
same long cushion in an open pavilion 
decorated with looped curtains. The back¬ 
ground is as usual broken into two well-defined 
patches of contrasting colour. Thepurple checked 

design of the bedspread is worn by Champavati 
for her skirt. This art reveals a deep under¬ 
standing of the language of gesture—the move¬ 
ment of the hands, the fingers, the turn of the 
head, all express emotions and feelings. 

* The original omits 
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PLATE XIII: Painting No. 36 

^djj^chlHI qfavT Tq: qftddlft q£q qq?T | 

*jqTfo ^ qfawTsftq qi£ qrqrqq fawt *pot qr vqnft* 11 

And then I remember when she, turning her face aside in anger and wishing to go 
away, neither responded to my words nor offered her cheek for a kiss. I drew her to 
me and kissed her, but when she began to cry in earnest, I (afraid of her real anger 
and pain) fell at her feet and said, Dearest, I am your slave. Love me.’ 

Here Nature’s sympathy is vividly suggest¬ 
ed by the tree bent down in harmony with 
Bilhana’s humble obeisance at the feet of 
Champavatf. Just as all the forest wept for Slta 
by shedding flowers and leaves, as described in 
the Raghuvamsam, here we have the tree 
bowing in sympathy with Bilhana, as request¬ 
ing Champavatf to pardon him. 

* The original reads *hR»4. 

In the figure of Champavatf the artist con¬ 
veys the dramatic situation in a masterly way. 
She is seen standing taut and tense, with large 
staring eyes, and a slightly disdainful turn of the 
head. The conventional flat planes of glowing 
red and olive green heighten the passionate 
nature of the scene. A single oil lamp is burning 
in the bedchamber, again perhaps suggesting 
Champavatf’s unique beauty. 
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PLATE XIV: Painting No. 37 

siTcrfcr *r: | 

cWdr-rra jnR"£I>MftRl^ If*tTR ^ HcJkcbld: 11 

Even now my thoughts returned to that splendid dwelling place of my beloved. 
Would that I could pass my days there in a round of games, pleasures and dancing, 
chatting gaily with friends as my beloved sat close beside me. 

Kantasahga (the union of the lover and the 
beloved) is shown in this picture, where the 
lovers are closer together than in any other 
picture, with ChampavatT’s hand resting on 
Bilhana’s left knee. The cymbals struck by a 
companion and the wna held by the other sug¬ 
gest dance and music. The single outstretched 
finger is indicative of the desire of Bilhana that 
his whole life should be an eternal joy, night and 
day, all through the years. 

In this picture, the most colourful and elabo¬ 
rate of all the illustrations reproduced, Bilhana is 
in a transparent jama tied with many tassels, 
leaning against a big bolster with floral design. 
The women are gorgeously dressed and 
bejewelled. The transparent odhnls form a 
sharp angular pattern at the bottom of the 
picture. The overall feeling of this painting is its 
bold rhythmical line, its powerful colour and 
intensity. The floral design framing the minia¬ 
ture enhance its beauty. 
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PLATE XV: Painting No. 38 

3TUTft cri ^ RMTlMc-ft ?TPT T^n* cp^lc^: | 

g vjfrt: qffcfl^ra tti fW?n ^cjRhhR<£«tot i i 

I have still to decide whether she is Parvatl, the consort of Siva, or Urvasl (who 

had become the victim of a curse from the Lord of gods) or Krishna’s Lakshml, or 
was she created by the Creator to make the world mad, or was it that the Lord 

Himself wanted to see this jewel among women? 

The query whether Champavati was created 
by Brahma just to see for himself how exactly 
would look the most beautiful damsel on earth, 
that maddens the whole world, is suggested by 
the mirror in the hand of Champavati to indicate 
that a reflection in the mirror is essential for 
understanding the face, as the creation of a 
perfect figure is essential to enable the Creator 
to understand the best of his creation. The 
assertion that she is the most beautiful is 
indicated by the chinmudra. 

The miniature is in two parts, the pillar of the 
bed-chamber being the dividing line. Champavati 
is holding a round mirror in her right hand, with 
her left hand raised in a gesture. Her transpar¬ 
ent odhnlfalls at a sharp angle across her body, 
while her white girdle (patka) hangs in a narrow 
triangle. Her hair is plaited, ending in a tassel 
decorated with white flowers. On her chin is a 
tiny red beauty mark. At the bottom of the 
picture is the inverted ‘V’ with dots and lines 
characteristic of this style of painting. 

* The original reads TTPTFRTT, 
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PLATE XVI: Painting No. 40 

ararft d >1 am 4> <hy^araj I 

^r?4cl.^q^CRT^ri AfW7* ** cjgTff^ RHs-uPI ^ (^Tt) H II 

I still see, reflected on my heart, that bright face of yours,with its eyes beautiful 
with kajjala, and diamond-studded earrings, if now, just to deride me, your body, 

weakened by the burden of large blooming breasts, were to die, it is no fault of mine. 

The chamara suggests the flame of love that 
could put an endto life. ChampavatT,here shown 
walking, is to suggest that her breasts and hips 
are heavy which accounts for her slow but 
graceful motion. 

A semi-circular dome over an open pavilion 
is decorated with an ornate parapet. ChampavatT 

is painted against an olive green background. 
Her odhni falls on either side, making a bold 
composition. From her arm black pompons are 
dangling and her hair is only half-braided, with 
the lower part loose. Her large staring eyes, the 
emphatic gestures of her hands, and the sharply 
jutting skirt show characteristics of early Rajast¬ 
han paintings. 

* Read 

** Read Wt cTWffa 
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PLATE XVII: Painting No. 42 

3T€IM^ dc^HdlR W^dMIdcblR | 

...*331?* cRT WelchyiuilWJvjflft f^RT cRcnf^T#cfl: II 

If I could possess again that sole sacred bathing -place of surata (water of love), 
sweetly fragrant like the aroma of lotus-pollen, destroying all the sins of Cupid, I 

should surely give up this life to gain that spot. 

All the charm of Champavati described in 
the first line is suggested by representing her at 
her toilet. The mirror in hand, suggests that she 
is the most beautiful and the very mirror of 
beauty to feminity itself. The raised finger of 

Bilhana seems to affirm this. 
The verses are written in black against a 

yellow background. But the writing in this series 
is uneven—and it is probable that it was not 
written by the same hand. 

* Read sjimMs. 
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PLATE XVIII: Painting No. 43 

i 

(3Frft^rf^ ^ ttot xj) wm ^4 4 f^r4A* f^r^: II 

And oh! in this world full of beautiful things in hundreds of thousands, excelling 
each other in their best qualities, her (charming) form, it is impossible for me to 
compare with any other — this is my own heart’s conviction. 

That ChampavatT is incomparable amongst 
the most beautiful in the world is here suggested 
by the one finger held out by her, while Bilhana’s 
assertion of the fact is contained in the gesture 
of the chinmudra. 

It is interesting to note the exuberance of 
colour and design in the fine quality of textiles 
which feature so prominently in these paint¬ 
ings. The light and dark purple check is often 
used asabedspread;thesame design bordered 
with yellow is on the oval mat on which 

* Read ST^n^rm. 

** Reader. 

ChampavatT is seated. The gaily coloured 
torana is hung with white and yellow tassels and 
black pompons. ChampavatT is leaning against 
an upright bolster, printed with bold black cross¬ 
es and a red centre against a white ground. In 
Bilhana, we see the vanity of the man in the 
careful touches in his clothes and person. The 
usual pandan and water vessel are lying below 
the bed in the bedchamber. To be noted are the 
ornate lathe-turned red lacquered legs of the 
bed. 
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APPENDIX A 

II 

aitJlR cri Cfj-1 cn^*-Mcf}<|HJft-Tl MjcdKft'dciddi cFjYRRTfjR I 

-ykiil^Rri nddfiteddiddi^ fasri unid'jRidiftd RrRrorfrii1 
aratfri dcthHcb^Udd^^'lu^MK^ Wlft 

aill^dd*IHdd'W>dRII'dR'’£ ggdUfcdqddfrfctjRci fiRTRT: | | 

3rariri cri sTRigvil ddiricHid^i ririrRcpfi yrr? *ri% RfRafJTrirPj i 

'OTlft ’T^aj?l'!Md4tf^dl^ 'lidlRl +iyfa <J>^fi| ■ipriddlPl I I 

3itj|R cicH>J|i|*i'^'<<jR;mci ci-ccii: RRRlfri Rf^ftaPRTTaPf^J I 

d'ldl^ddPydddlRqrilURFci d-d*«d dSHyuddHUdd rj | | 

3TOTft cri ^ 3^: ^TefFTcneft rikRq4riJRHKR<M!H I 

fi4)-sy yigy'i^H friarcfri gaFapf*ra*F*Rj<jR: <rtri ^4^ 11 3Pd: <dMIu^>!^l^rCrf^l cri cJdHHIHdRr<*RHlfci R«TRTfri I 

3TOTft ?IT f^dH<MHft:d^HNR$qt^qf^dld<bc£nHdlfaH I 

U^WdMm^d^rci'fHW^'rfl chUdld'H4d^^«llgddi Wlft I I 
ararfri dc^Hcb^ujydU^'l ^rr R»reriri ^sRercraCT ctr*it: i 

dvrdl<RnccfRt|d ^ cTcft trar-xqi: I I 

arcnfri cri >g'{dvHi«Kyu[HHPi4ic)cHd'(ddiwqmdi«frRi 

'Jf^RRTR-tfHdldR'Ud^'tfl riteTf^HHdddiy^rri R>TRTfri I I 

3rarfri cri f4^d<*v™iHdYd4di 3T^d<jj^Hiigd4i!dqmiH i 

Ri'^'('dc3fcid4l(ckl<Rd'dcMpc1*1l«J^5l»1cuc<^i R?RT R*TRlfri I I 

arnifY cri arf% 5^: arauimciiafl wnfri cOrif^RgadRdi^qfeq i amrfY cri ’ifadddqddRmmi rrcrrh Rnd^ym^'Jivi^^H i 

ar$RF cTcrisfcTTi^ ^Rririrmfri w» d ^ cri Rianfri 11 rild^dRdy'ilqRdiR^H'yddMcfl rfRt crid^vi RqRriri 11 

3TSrrfri cri ^'(ddlUdcl'^dyi'H HdGtedl^l 

RRft RlVIlddmRddHI'MHi <>iJld'ld<t>'dd<bdNdcfl R*RTfri I I 

a)til 14 cri ycldcJvnR <cd4lMHIdlH^<UMd<A<{fcidl''tI<J>R I 

UI'-dltlA tfRl 'rig<a<S?('liaf dwUHdlcfddHIH jRt'diiiRl I I 

arenfri cri 

31 RTtRTdcT^MTdrdqWyJHifri'MMHddi RPR* RtRlfri I 

3rorfri cri fY^aRft'riRdi^l cpril cgR^rtpri RfRcRprrriYq i 

HIHlftfa^dHUddHW-^ dl RFJI^MIHHi Rj/?cft R*Rlft I I 

arenfri cri RrtjsrY -R^TPRUcri aftdTORi ^?)dg dwiddieriq i 

eblSfrikM^HlPtydl'jfdHli RHRlfri I I 

arenR ?ri fY^Rmi ^thtrrht y<mi*djwjcfl^>d*udYiHiH i 
dcriJfciH'xj'jf't'ri ch-ijHiyuRq apptri RRRifri R^RriKsn^nrig^ 

3RTlfri dcdH<WN<jhdl^Rlri U^dfY'^fYdd cRd f4dldl: I 

3PRt RtRTfri RfaRtdfricricrriri RT^TRFTRRg^mfriri^friRTR I I 

arorfri dlc^ld^cffcldlfridisj cTRl: RH'JlRl '(jRdadMf4gd|A||: I 

arojcfdR): wPld*ld>!chW|MHriiri)ofdd^f4t 5RR fiRlKII: I I 

arenfri cR*rRt riqRgcfa ri rtRI *riY ejcraft Rrfriwfjsn i 

aftrifY M^ddd: qRgRj driqictW cjr cjRraRWTTRrwn 11 

amrfri cri :gRcTEpff4ririeRjnafl 'MRdi^qRd<ilddi«jcu<i?iMi?ii*i i 

^WdlRR^tbHH'ild^ri d-HI-\Rsft 
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ararft di y^iRrfl ipmnppiaft 

adroit oft ^Rtoitoi4 TrofwfHRTsrgig dianft 1 1 

3RJTft dTdft TO: fifcd? ORtft dl4 ORPjt 7Jd>pt 1 

<PFdI^dTddft?Rrf4f^Id^d4 *|jl'Sl(*f'tl*1 sft dl^ d4tdd>TcI: 1 1 

3TdTft di fatftdet OdFTftttdi ddf^f^dOddl 1 

^ffRdTddRdtddaTdaTofi cJTOTT dTdft cg^TTgddTdfedTdJ 1 

arenfit di draft goffag d mftddjddtcd^ed^ff d afta? 4i 

cpd ddt: d<$Sl4|: Rg 4d dd TTddt dtoft d TJd d^t d dPd: 

amrfo di RdftdiHMftdl^-cHdl 4l<iUdmHdHHdc1'<l4t?IHI 

«IMITOI«RKU|IHj<t>*a4tdi OTdTftda 8RTdt d ft ftdldft 1 1 

araift di d dig 4ft f4»4f!?iMo4l tto ddi Tjrotro ^id«4f: i 

mtd fti g orad: aftatfdTd di ftftdi gdftddft^erdi di 11 

3RHft cTT TOddt cTRf^ffari dtt<f>MfTOftdld<l'ft*1^41*1 1 

ttt OTdT TO ftdtdgdmHlSd dt§ d dddd ?ft aftftdTdlft 1 1 

srorft dddddnwTcrgooadTdi ftdPddRf^dd aft?Tdtdf:| 

d?4 ddTraft d4fdddtdd»dT «ftd dg4ft ftdTdft dt d did: 1 1 

OTEnft ftdroa>4i ftddTf^iFra iffittdFEdcrft t fiTO? o>tfft i 

dTddft oft^gcfftFIdldatt dddlft dcHHdd^ft dtft 4td 1 | 

srarft ft4d7Rd5ftiafRd>Tftl tdt l^ftpgdTTO^td^ 1 

Odd ^JdTdddt dft dddrel f'df^rdFdftdi Jddt ddt 11 1 

ddift di oddftcgftd dtta g^d 4tdFftoftfta d^dieffHi 

did: 'W3dft‘Hd<jy})drigdieff dfadTOlft ^dTTtdrftdadadTd 1 1 

3TdTft ddPdcT^^ddTdftl dctddrft ddrdddttndddft 1 

ardt*df dft 3d: ^tddfH dTdtdddnft ftdd dddTf^dtdt: 1 1 

ararft di gft^d Oddi dorft cpe d dod^sidt dro i 

4i-<4ltRfcWft G5vjWM<wPd <bl'dlf*f^lfcfdn>H<HrcIH?:iyu'ld 1 1 

sTOFdtt draft ^jdddaajof arTO^dd^diftdJdda^ i 

Sddrftd^aftg d ddi d Tldd dd ci«0<jIhRi t ^c{4 ftcfdT: 1 1 

3TOlft di dU|f44l'lf44lM4di d^( ^dJgd'MH^dlPftlcbmi 

di vjftTOHUWfl dddldmiggati^lpNlijl dTdft 1 1 

araTft di TO dddrfttt ddrrt dtdTTO^tftftddft^cRddldT 1 

dOdrotdTdft: ard4t«d ITT OTdddd d?ddtt ftdddt4t 1 1 

ararft drrnj?dt dft ttroit 3dk4taui<t>$4H<$d<bv4: i 

fit fti ddl dgftd d ^>d TO®} dd^ d 0T4d ?ft <TOt ddt *t 1 1 

STdlft di ^aftjtRTddjtf d^yfdftddddlddg^fttt^ 1 

dd4daRj^fthddraardjT drafart ftaftdiftd ftdTdift 11 

araift 4 ftftl ltd! BTTO ^dlft ’Jjf^TfdrgR TO dcTOTdl: 1 

Hiqudftftfd>ifteiftfria<4 ijd: ^d: nftad d ftdtddt dd 1 1 

3rarf4 di ftardgi^dtftdadrggad^d^dTdra^dgTOdi 

dTdlftftdfdddddftdPfl ^dflftildT ftft ftdl d ft ftdTdft 1 1 

arcnft dlHdftdi HHdld^d dft-ddlft ^dtf TO dftftdPm^l 

dldjtmjdddTOftdddTTdRI dFdT'd^sfit TO td *lft4*IT TORJI 1 

3Tdift di mdTOoftradTddnfi cftdtdgan ftaftdritd ttedHi^i 

TOTddaaftfdddTddr?! di dftadtaftftd aadi drdft 11 

3TOrft dTOdmfdPTdigTOdm^ft^mddgPddd^dTr^l 

c^fHTd^ddRdc^TddrfRIdT ddfdt fihjWft TO: ^dd dttddj 1 

ddlft dcgdl^ftftTR^ dditdTOIdddtftld?JTOfdT31 

ddftm4tdddR«ddIdftdd ddTI: TOdft dftddjdft^ddd 1 1 

3Rnft dT OROd RTdTOd^ Odd ddRddgaTdftdtfttd 1 

d^5RtdgcI#4|Pr: TOdTTOOiraft 78Tft RfdWdRf Tddft 1 1 

sreirdt dditjgdTtadtd afcnft dPdftftdi aRnrdtdi 

d^TcRt dddtd ft ^RTTFdi ftWTdrft dddddftd g%ddj 1 

srarft cfctaftg^-fifdOdJdiiai dtdd TO: OftddTft dtd OOTOI 

Ttftft dftdtsftd xn% dTddTd ftddt dd HI dTdft I I 
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3)tj|f4 -ilvisift j!d: fcj>d tPTelt^C t^Hf f«l*lfcf STdJft >^'o*ii4 i 

3FHlftft4*ft 5:W4TTO#TO>ft^Ki 7Jc|>ftd: aftdlddftl I I 
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